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The Great Cupcake
Bake Off

Raising Dough
It’s a Snip
Chill Out
Biker Grove
Sing to The Lodge

Ready… Steady… Bake!
Mmmm… Tasty sweet treats were in order last month as we joined the Alzheimer’s Society for
their fundraising ‘Cupcake Day’ on June 15th. Staff were invited to use their baking skills to
produce cupcakes in whatever creative way they could think of. Alongside some ‘guessing games’
and information relating to the cause, we were ready, and the bunting began to wave!
Cakes were purchased throughout the day and we also made sure that our residents were treated
too.
At the end of the day we are proud that we raised just over £83.00 for Alzheimer’s Society. So a
HUGE “Thank You” to all our Baker’s and Eater’s.

Keeping Our Cool.
We are very proud to welcome two new
hairdressers.- Chelsea & Sophie to the Lodge.
They are experienced and lovely girls who will
be alternating their weeks and sharing the
same pricelist, which they are kindly doing at a
discounted rate for us.
Should you wish to see a price list, just see Liss
or Nikki in the office and they will be happy to
help.

WoW! What a scorcher! The English countryside is
alive to the arrival of summer. Of course we love the
sunshine dearly, but it is important to keep cool as
temperatures soar.
Here at the lodge we break out the freezer to provide
residents with our ice poles and lollies (it just
wouldn’t be summer without them) and of course
plenty of cool drinks.
Our staff also attended a special training session about
Dehydration & Rehydration which highlighted the
importance of the subject and explored many ways to
identify and combat problems associated with heat.
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Waterlooville Motorcycle
Club. A Visit with a
difference.
On a sunny Sunday afternoon with
tea and cakes, Shedfield Lodge
welcomed the roar as these motorcycle enthusiasts arrived. On
display was a wonderful collection of these machines from days
gone by and each came with ‘a story to tell.’ Whether it be racing
or restoration, the residents were thrilled with the company of
these guys (and of course a lady too)
Waterlooville Motorcycle Club have visited before and are looking
forward to coming back again. They do wonderful work, raising
money for charities and very kindly made a donation to ourselves
which, we will put towards future activities.
So a massive ‘thank you’ and ‘ride like the wind’ as they say.

The Sweetest Sound
The thought of 30 Primary School Children in your
lounge may make you think of chaos, but quite the
opposite here at the Lodge. We were expecting
about a dozen but the teachers had said that they
all wanted to attend.
St John’s Baptist Choir sang a variety of favourite
songs complete with actions and it was absolutely
wonderful. A great sing-a-long uplifted us with the
widest smiles.
The children too were so endearing when they
finished as, without prompting, engaged in holding
hands and conversation with everyone.
Each of them alive with their own stories was a
very touching thing to see.
The staff of the school should be very proud and
arrangements have been made for a return visit
towards Christmas. ...Looks like Santa is coming
early to Shedfield.







Includes a performance of 1940’s singer Becki Short
Face Painting & Bouncy Castle for Children
Farm Animals
Stalls
Hot Dogs, Cakes & Drinks

I would love to include more photo’s of our residents
and for that I require a consent form to be signed by
family members. I have received a few but would
welcome many more. If you visit us, just pop in the
office, or ask a member of staff and we can arrange
it. Alternatively I can send a form to you via email.
Only takes a moment and the benefits are timeless.
Thank you

Look forward to the next edition of
Come and have a wonderful fun day….

YOU ARE ALL INVITED.
mark.faulkes@shedfieldlodge.co.uk
Www.Shedfieldlodge.com
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Until then...
See you soon,

Mark
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